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ENGLISH READERS EDELVIVES

p i r at e patc h

before reading
Look at the picture on the cover of the book. Circle the
correct sentences.

Bone∫ and Jone∫
are happy.
Patch i∫ in a hole.
Patch, Portside and
Granny Peg are
trapped.


Bone∫ and Jone∫
are trapped.

Look at the picture again. Tick (√) the correct answers.
Pirate
Patch

Who is
wearing a
hat?
Who is
wearing a
scarf?
Who has an
earring?
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Granny
Peg

Portside
the
Dog

Bones
and
Jones

Pirate Patch is on the beach. Complete the names of the
things he can see.

B
B
C
S

S
Match the descriptions with the correct words.

It ha∫ 5 arm∫.

A cra∂

It ha∫ 10 leg∫.

A sandcastle

It i∫ made of sand.

A starfish

It i∫ covered in sand.

A beach
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during reading
Complete the sentence with your own drawings.

Patch kick∫ a
Patch see∫ a

on the sand.
inside the bottle.

Patch pull∫ up the

on

The Little Pearl.
Patch arrive∫ at Dead Man’∫

.

Bone∫ and Jone∫ loc§ the friend∫ in a
.
Underline the wrong words.

Granny Peg get∫ ofƒ the ship first.
Pierre flie∫ ontø the ship.
Portside i∫ digging on the sand.
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Bone∫ and Jone∫ are dancing behind a
roc§.
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Correct the wrong words in the previous activity and write
the sentences.

Unscramble the words to form sentences.

Bone∫ and Jone∫ TEI / PU the pirate
friend∫ and LCOK them in a HTU.
We have your LTELIT / BYO and hi∫
GNARYN. Give u∫ your GDOL!
PDOTSRIE quickly DSIG a TNULEN out oƒ
the CBANI.

Pirate Patch and the Message in a Bottle

When The LTLITE / PRALE arrive∫ at DADE
/ MSNA / ISLNAD, Patch jump∫ ofƒ first.
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during reading
Why are there lots of traps in this story? Find the reasons
the people make traps.

Bone∫ and Jone∫
dig a hole...

...tø stop them
escaping.

Bone∫ and Jone∫
tie up the friend∫
in the hut...

...tø catch
Bone∫ and
Jone∫.

Portside dig∫ twø
hole∫...

...tø catch
Patch and hi∫
friend∫.

Describe Portside and draw a picture of him.

Portside i∫
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after reading
Circle the words that describe Pierre.

he flie∫ noisy eat∫ flie∫ four leg∫
he swim∫ parrot butterfly
eat∫ fish colourful pirate bird
twø leg∫

A hut i∫...
An island i∫...
A tunnel i∫...

a bit of land
with sea all
around it.
a small road
under the
ground.
a small house
made oƒ wood.
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Match the words and definitions from the glossary.
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after reading
Decide which different ways you can send messages to
these people.

Iƒ you are a castaway you can send a
message in a b
Iƒ you are friend∫ you can send a message
by m
p
Iƒ you are a Native American Indian you
can send a message with s
s
Iƒ you are an enemy pirate you can send
a message with a c
p
Remember what happens in the story.

Whø rescue∫ whø?
Mum and Dad   Portside

Patch.

rescue∫ Granny Peg and
rescue Bone∫ and Jone∫.
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